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A
'Accessibility' (Russell) 2017(28):2–3
accessibility of documents 2017(28):2–3
Adams, John, obituaries 2015(5):2
Alice in Wonderland (Carroll), translations 2015(1):3
American Society for Indexing
courses in indexing 2016(16):4
Excellence in Indexing Award, 2017 (Richard Genova) 2017(25):11
mashup of ASI publications 2017(25):12
publications 2016(11):3–5
See also [newsletter] 2017(20):3
American Society for Indexing conferences
2016 (Chicago) 2016(12):1–6
animal names 2016(13):2
annual report indexing, updating an index 2017(21):3
ANZSI Highly Commended Award, winner 2016(17):2
ANZSI John Simkin Medal, no winner 2016(17):2
ANZSI Newsletter index project
censorship in Newsletters 2016(10):1
described 2016(8):1–3
talks 2016(7):6
thesaurus 2018(29):1–2
'April meeting: updating an index' (Russell and McMaster) 2017(21):1–3
'Are you preserving your digital treasurers?' 2016(17):3
'Are you smart enough to work at Google?' 2015(2):4
Are you smart enough to work at Google? (Poundstone) 2015(2):4
'ASI Online Learning' 2016(16):4
audio tours
    Melbourne during WWII 2016(10):1–2
    St Kilda 2015(2):1–2
'August is National Family History Month' 2015(2):3
'August meeting: editing the AusSI Newsletter Index' (Russell) 2016(14):1–2, 2016(15):5
'August meeting: indexing cited authors' (Davis) 2017(25):1–10, 2017(26):5

B
Ballaarat Mechanics Institute, visit by Melbourne Indexers 2016(7):6, 2016(11):2–3
'Ballaarat Mechanics Institute visit' (McMaster) 2016(11):2–3
The book: a cover-to-cover exploration of the most powerful object of our time (Houston) 2016(17):4
The book of circles: visualizing spheres knowledge (Lima) 2017(22):6
The book of trees: visualizing branches of knowledge (Lima) 2016(15):2
'Book review: The book of circles by Manuel Lima' (Russell) 2017(22):6
book reviews
    The book of circles: visualizing spheres knowledge (Lima) 2017(22):6
    The book of trees: visualizing branches of knowledge (Lima) 2016(15):2
books
    history 2016(17):4, 2017(18):4–6
    moveable 2015(4):2
'Books on the rail' 2017(19):5
botany indexing, plant names 2016(13):2
Bridge, Noelene, Indexing names 2016(16):3
business practice for indexers
    business strategies 2017(23):5–6
    client relationships 2016(16):2
    digital archives 2016(17):3

C
Canvas Network, courses in indexing 2016(15):1
Carroll, Lewis, Alice in Wonderland 2015(6):4
cartoons, tattoo indexing 2017(22):7
The case against fragrance (Grenville) 2017(19):5
'Changes to usual meeting venue and time' 2017(21):6
Cindex [software], stop words 2016(9):2–6
Clunes Boooktown 2016(10):2
Coles Myer archive 2016(14):4
'Coles Myer archive at SLV' 2016(14):4
concordance 2016(14):5
'Conference news from York' (Russell) 2015(4):1–4
cookery book indexing 2017(23):5
recipes grouped for occasions 2015(6):3
corpora 2015(4):3
corporate names 2015(1):2
'Correction' ['August meeting: editing the AusSI Newsletter Index'] 2016(15):5
courses, RMIT, proofreading 2017(19):3–5
courses in indexing
   American Society for Indexing 2016(16):4
   Canvas Network 2016(15):1
Crabb, Annabel, Special delivery 2015(6):3
Creating and maintaining speed (Mertes) [DVD] 2017(22):5–6
cross-references, specific term to broader term 2017(21):4
Crystal, David, Words in time and place 2016(15):3–4

D
Davis, Nikki
   'Farewell to the Victorian Branch' 2015(3):1–3
   'Indexing conundrum: the challenge of something not said' 2017(24):7
   'Style manual for authors editors and printers' 2017(26):5
   'Tips and hints: concordance conundrum' 2016(14):5
'December 2015 meeting: indexing surprise packages' (Russell) 2016(7):1
'December meeting: making books' (Russell) 2017(18):4–6
diacritics 2016(12):2
'Did you know?' 2016(11):6
'A different way of working: using a stylus in MS Word' (Russell) 2017(18):6–7
'Dr Jeremy Fisher OAM' 2017(23):8
'The drama of indexing' (Russell) 2016(12):1–6
'DVD review: Kate Mertes' Creating and maintaining speed' (Dodge) 2017(22):5–6
DVD reviews, Creating and maintaining speed [DVD] 2017(22):5–6

E
'Earliest visual index?' 2017(18):8
early indexes
   discussion 2017(24):4–7
   visual 2017(18):8
editing (indexes)
   using stylus in Word 2017(18):6–7
   as you go 2017(22):5–6
Editors Victoria
courses
  copyediting 2015(2):2
  creating and editing a WordPress website 2015(3):3–4
  structural editing 2015(2):3

embedded indexing, talks 2018(29):5

*Emojipedia* [website] 2017(22):7

'Events for 2016' 2015(3):3–4

Everett, Oliver, public lecture 2015(4):4–5
exhibition catalogues, subject indexes 2018(29):3

'Exhibition review: Patrick Pound' (Russell) 2017(22):4
exhibition reviews, Patrick Pound [exhibition] 2017(22):4
'Exploring your indexing software' (Russell) 2017(20):2

F
family history, events 2015(2):3
family history indexing 2017(23):10

'Farewell to the Victorian Branch' (Davis) 2015(3):1–3
fauna, National Field Guide apps (Museum Victoria) 2015(3):4

'February meeting: indexes to Chicago manual of style indexes chapter' (Russell) 2018(30):1–7

'February meeting: Melbourne Indexers Challenge' (Russell) 2017(19):1–2
fiction, mapping and analysing social networks 2017(18):8

'Filing dilemmas' (McMaster) 2016(9):1–6
filing order 2016(7):6, 2016(9):1–6

  see also letter-by-letter arrangement; word-by-word arrangement
financial aspects see business practice for indexers

'Fiona Price - professional name reader' 2018(29):2
Fisher, Jeremy, awarded OAM 2017(23):8
Frankfort Book Fair 2016(17):2
Frankfurt International Indexing Conference 2016(17):1–2
'Frankfurt International Indexing Conference' (McMaster) 2016(17):1–2

*From riches to rags and back again* [audio tour], indexing 2015(1):2, 2015(2):1–2

'From the library' 2015(2):3

G
*Gardening Australia* [TV program], feature on Alex George 2015(5):1–2
George, Alex, on *Gardening Australia* [TV program] 2015(5):1–2
Gillen, Karen

  'Letter to the Editor' [assessing an index] 2017(22):1–4

  'Report: creating and editing a WordPress Website' 2015(3):3–4
Gillespie, Joyce, life membership 2015(3):2

Grenville, Kate, *The case against fragrance* 2017(19):5

*Guide to the handyperson* (McPherson's), missing index 2015(6):4
H
Hagger, Jean, life membership 2015(3):2–3
'Happy birthday to Melway' 2016(11):5
'Have you ever indexed the authors in a list of references?' (Russell) 2016(13):3
headings, singular or plural 2017(18):9, 2017(26):5–6, 2017(27):1–4
Hirst, John, obituaries 2016(9):7
'History of The VIC (now Melbourne Indexers)' 2017(19):5
'History Week 2016' 2016(15):4
house names 2015(2):1–2
Houston, Keith, The book: a cover-to-cover exploration of the most powerful object of our time 2016(17):4
'How's your Latin?' (Russell) 2016(8):3–4
'Hyperlinking index entries to journal articles' (McMaster and McMaster) 2016(11):1–2

I
'Index discussed on radio' 2015(6):3
'Index omitted' 2017(19):5
'Index to the first 20 years of ANZSI newsletters' (Russell) 2018(29):1–2
'The Indexer' 2015(3):5
The Indexer
article on the history of The VIC 2017(19):5
articles on names 2016(9):6
Centrepieces 2017(25):11
'The Indexer' Centrepieces 2017(25):11
'Indexer on TV' (Russell) 2015(5):1–2
indexers, self care 2016(16):2
indexes
  assessing, criteria 2016(17):4–6
  comparing indexes to similar editions 2018(30):1–7
see also early indexes; mashups; missing indexes; poor indexes; unusual indexes; visual indexes
indexing
  efficiently 2017(24):2–3
  requirements 2018(29):5
  speed 2017(22):5–6
'Indexing books as a career' (McMaster) 2016(15):1
'Indexing conundrum: how much extrapolation should you use when indexing?' (McMaster) 2017(21):4
'Indexing conundrum: the challenge of something not said' (Davis) 2017(24):7
indexing conundrums
  cross-references 2017(21):4
passing mentions 2017(20):1
plant and animal name indexing 2016(13):2
something not said 2017(24):7
'Indexing conundrums' (McMaster) 2017(20):1
Indexing names (Bridge) 2016(16):3
indexing problems
  concordance 2016(14):5
indexing projects
  oral history indexing 2016(12):5–6
see also ANZSI Newsletter index project
indexing societies
  newsletters from other 2016(10):1, 2017(20):3
see also American Society for Indexing; Society of Indexers
Indexing Society of Canada/Société canadienne d'indexation conferences
  2016 (Chicago) 2016(12):1–6
  2017 (Montreal) 2017(23):4–8

J
'John Hirst and The Argus index' 2016(9):7
'John Simkin Medal 2016' 2016(17):2
'June meeting: financial aspects of indexing' (McMaster) 2017(23):1–3

K
knowledge visualisation
  The book of circles: visualizing spheres knowledge (Lima) 2017(22):6
  The book of trees: visualizing branches of knowledge (Lima) 2016(15):2

L
language
  corpora 2015(4):3
  Macquarie Dictionary podcast 2016(17):3
  unusual words 2016(11):6
  Victorian 2016(8):4
'Letter to the Editor' [assessing an index] (Gillen) 2017(22):1–4
letter-by-letter arrangement 2016(9):2
libraries
see also Melbourne Indexers Library
'Library news' (Gillen) 2015(1):3–5
life membership 2015(3):2–3
Lima, Manuel
  The book of circles: visualizing spheres knowledge 2017(22):6
The book of trees: visualizing branches of knowledge 2016(15):2
Linguistics Roadshow, Victorian terms 2016(8):4
locators
hyperlinked 2016(11):1–2
for indexing audio tours 2015(2):1–2
'Looking back/looking forward' (Russell) 2017(28):1–2

M
Macquarie Dictionary, podcast 2016(17):3
'Macquarie Dictionary podcast' 2016(17):3
Macrex [software], stop words 2016(9):2–6
Making an index, 3rd edition (Carey) [booklet], index 2016(7):2–5
'March issue of The Indexer' 2018(30):8
Marrakesh Treaty to Facilitate Access to Published Works by Visually Impaired Persons and Persons with Print Disabilities 2017(28):3
mashups, American Society for Indexing publications 2017(25):12
McMaster, Hugh
'Hyperlinking index entries to journal articles' 2016(11):1–2
talks, hyperlinked journal index 2016(10):1, 2016(11):1–2
McMaster, Max
'April meeting: updating an index' 2017(21):1–3
'Ballaarat Mechanics Institute visit' 2016(11):2–3
'Filing dilemmas' 2016(9):1–6, 2016(17):1–2
'Hyperlinking index entries to journal articles' 2016(11):1–2
'Indexing books as a career' 2016(15):1
'Indexing conundrum: how much extrapolation should you use when indexing?'
2017(21):4
'Indexing conundrums' 2017(20):1
'June meeting: financial aspects of indexing' 2017(23):1–3
life membership 2015(3):3
'October meeting: Singular or plural headings' 2017(27):1–4
'Plant and animal name indexing conundrum' 2016(13):2
talks
converting Word indexes using IndexConvert 2016(12):7–9
financial aspects 2017(23):1–3
hyperlinked journal index 2016(10):1, 2016(11):1–2
singular or plural headings 2017(26):5–6, 2017(27):1–4
Society of Indexers Conference 2015 2015(1):2
University of California, Berkeley indexing course 2015(6):1–3
updating an index 2017(21):1–3
Melbourne, during WWII, audio tours 2016(10):1–2
Melbourne Art Book Fair 2016(10):2
Melbourne History Week, events 2016(15):4
Melbourne Indexers
annual report 2017(28):1–2
benefits of joining 2015(1):1
challenge 2017(19):1–2
details 2016(17):3–6
continuation 2016(10):1
events, end-of-year social 2017(26):6, 2017(27):5
history of 2017(19):5
talks
converting Word indexes using IndexConvert 2016(7):6, 2016(12):7–9
corporate names 2015(1):2
embedded indexing 2018(29):5
filing issues 2016(7):6
group indexing projects 2015(6):4
hyperlinked journal index 2016(7):6, 2016(10):1
indexing requirements 2018(29):5
poor indexes 2017(18):9
singular or plural headings 2017(18):9, 2017(26):5–6, 2017(27):1–4
Society of Indexers Conference 2015 2015(1):2
tours, St Kilda 2015(2):2, 2015(6):1
Melbourne Indexers Bulletin
on ANZSI website 2016(15):5
indexing 2017(26):1–5
welcome 2015(1):1
'Melbourne Indexers Bulletin index' (Russell) 2017(26):1–5
'Melbourne Indexers launch' (Russell) 2015(2):1–2
Melbourne Indexers Library
book on family history 2015(2):3
book on names 2016(16):3
borrowing 2015(1):3
collection listing 2015(1):6–10
loans 2015(6):4
promotion 2016(13):3
'Melbourne Indexers meeting May' (Russell) 2016(12):7–9
'Melbourne Indexers program’ 2016(7):6
'Melbourne Indexers program 2017’ 2017(18):9
Melbourne Indexers seminars
2017, Indexes through publishers' eyes 2017(19):3
postponed 2017(24):1, 2018(29):4
'Melbourne Rare Book Week' 2017(22):7
Melbourne Urban Forest Visual map (City of Melbourne) 2015(3):4
Melway [street directory], at 50 2016(11):5
Mertes, Kate, Creating and maintaining speed [DVD] 2017(22):5–6
'MI activities update' 2016(10):1
Microsoft Office programs, check accessibility feature 2017(28):3
Microsoft Word, read aloud feature 2017(28):3
military indexing 2017(23):9
military titles 2016(16):1
missing indexes
   The case against fragrance (Grenville) 2017(19):5
   Guide to the handyperson (McPherson's) 2015(6):4

N
names
   articles in The Indexer 2016(9):6
   book on indexing 2016(16):3
   military titles 2016(16):1
   personal 2016(16):1, 2016(16):2
   reading 2018(29):2
   see also animal names; house names; place names; plant names
'Names, names and yet more names!' 2016(9):6
'Nation, Genre, & Gender project' 2017(18):8
Nation, Genre, & Gender project 2017(18):8
National Gallery of Victoria, Triennial publication subject index 2018(29):3
National Field Guide apps (Museum Victoria) 2015(3):4
National Indexing Day, ANZSI, promotion 2018(30):8
National Indexing Day, UK 2017(21):1
'New indexing books' (Russell) 2016(11):3–5
'New mashup of ASI publications' 2017(25):12
newsletter indexing
   as group project 2015(6):4, 2016(8):1–3
   see also ANZSI Newsletter index project
'Newsletter indexing as a group project' (Russell) 2016(8):1–3
'Next meeting' 2015(2):4, 2017(18):8
'NGV Triennial publication subject index' 2018(29):3
not-for-profit organisations, working for 2016(16):2

O
obituaries
   Adams, John 2015(5):2
   Hirst, John 2016(9):7
'October meeting: indexing challenges and helpful strategies' (Davis) 2016(16):1–3
'October meeting: singular or plural headings' (McMaster) 2017(27):1–4
'On the lighter side: emojipedia" 2017(22):7
oral history indexing 2016(12):5–6
'Overseas news' 2017(20):3
Oxford companions, unusual indexes 2016(7):1–3
Oxford University, Centre for the Study of the Book conferences, 2017 (Oxford) 2017(24):1–4

P
page numbers see locators; unusual indexes
passing mentions 2017(20):1
Patrick Pound [exhibition] 2017(22):4
persons with print disabilities, accessibility of documents 2017(28):2–3
place names
  St Kilda 2015(2):1–2
  VICNAMES [website] 2015(3):4
  see also house names
'Plant and animal name indexing conundrum' (McMaster) 2016(13):2
plant names 2016(13):2
Pondstone, William, Are you smart enough to work at Google? 2015(2):4
poor indexes
discussion 2017(18):9
'Postponement of Indexes through publishers' eyes seminar' 2017(24):1
Price, Fiona Swee-Lin, professional name reader 2018(29):2
professional development
  ideas 2016(13):1–2
  newsletters from other organisations 2016(16):3–4
'Professional development: exploring bulletins produced by other professions' (Russell) 2016(16):3–4
'Professional development: proofreading' (Davis) 2017(19):3–5
'Professional development' (Russell) 2016(13):1
'Program for 2015' 2015(1):2
proofreading, courses 2017(19):3–5
publishers
  on indexes 2017(19):3, 2018(29):4
  listening to customers 2016(12):4–5
publishing, overview 2017(27):4

Q
quotations (pricing), updating an index 2017(21):3
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R
Ramsden, Michael
  talks, corporate names 2015(1):2
  'thesaurus for ANZSI Newsletter project 2018(29):1–2
  'Vale John Adams' 2015(5):2
'Rear Book Week' 2016(12):6
  reading, future of 2015(4):3–4
'Report: creating and editing a WordPress Website' (Gillen) 2015(3):3–4
  reviews see book reviews; DVD reviews; exhibition reviews; indexes, reviews
RMIT, courses, proofreading 2017(19):3–5
'Reving indexer abroad: Part 1: ISC/SCI Conference, Montreal' (Russell) 2017(23):4–8
'Reving indexer abroad: Part 2: ASI Conference, Portland, Maine' (Russell) 2017(23):9–12
Royal Historical Society of Victoria, advertisement for indexer 2016(14):3
Russell, Mary
  'Accessibility' 2017(28):2–3
  'April meeting: updating an index' 2017(21):1–3
  'August meeting: editing the AusSI Newsletter Index' 2016(14):1–2, 2016(15):5
  book reviews
    The book of circles (Lima) 2017(22):6
    The book of trees (Lima) 2016(15):2
  'Conference news from York' 2015(4):1–4
  'December 2015 meeting: indexing surprise packages' 2016(7):1
  'December meeting: making books' 2017(18):4–6
  A different way of working: using a stylus in MS Word' 2017(18):6–7
  'The drama of indexing' 2016(12):1–6
  'Exhibition review: Patrick Pound' 2017(22):4
  exhibition reviews, Patrick Pound 2017(22):4
  'Exploring your indexing software' 2017(20):2
  'February meeting: indexes to Chicago manual of style indexes chapter' 2018(30):1–7
  'February meeting: Melbourne Indexers Challenge' 2017(19):1–2
  'Have you ever indexed the authors in a list of references?' 2016(13):3
  'How's your Latin?' 2016(8):3–4
  'Index to the first 20 years of ANZSI newsletters' 2018(29):1–2
  'Indexer on TV' 2015(5):1–2
  'Looking back/looking forward' 2017(28):1–2
  'Melbourne Indexers launch' 2015(2):1–2
'Melbourne Indexers meeting May' 2016(12):7–9

'New indexing books' 2016(11):3–5

'Newsletter indexing as a group project' 2016(8):1–3

'Professional development' 2016(13):1

'Professional development: exploring bulletins produced by other professions' 2016(16):3–4


talks
audio tours indexing 2015(2):1–2
book construction 2017(18):4–6
index surprise packages 2016(7):1–5
Society of Indexers Conference 2015 2015(1):2
updating an index 2017(21):1–3

'Victorian indexes in various forms' 2015(3):4

'Welcome' 2015(1):1

'Welcome to 2016' 2016(7):1

'Working from home' 2015(5):1, 2018(29):3–4

S

'Save the date' 2017(20):3

'Seasons greetings' 2016(17):8


Simkin, John, life membership 2015(3):3

size of index, altering 2017(23):7

Sky Index [software]

exploring features 2017(20):2

hyperlinked journal indexing 2017(26):1–5

stop words 2016(9):2–6

Society of Indexers, National Indexing Day 2017(21):1

Society of Indexers Conferences
2015 (York) 2015(4):1–4
2017 (Oxford) 2017(24):1–4

*Society of Indexers in Australia Newsletter*, translation of Latin on cover 2016(8):3–4

software for indexing

apps 2017(24):2–3

converting Word indexes using IndexConvert 2016(12):7–9

for embedding 2016(17):1

exploring features 2017(20):2

macros 2017(24):2–3

stop words 2016(9):2–6
Special delivery (Crabb and Sharpe) 2015(6):3
St Kilda
  audio tours 2015(2):1–2
  tour by Melbourne Indexers 2015(2):2, 2015(6):1
State Library of Victoria
  celebrating 160 years 2016(8):3
  Coles Myer archive 2016(14):4
  events 2016(9):6
'State Library of Victoria celebrating 160 years' 2016(8):3
stop words, used by indexing software 2016(9):1–6
street directories, Melway 2016(11):5
'Style manual for authors editors and printers' (Davis) 2017(26):5
Style manual for authors editors and printers (Wiley) 2017(26):5
subject indexes, photographs 2018(29):3
'The Summer Reading 2015–16' 2016(7):5
'Surprise indexes: some academic experiences' 2017(21):4–5
'Surprise package: David Crystal's Words in time and place' (Russell) 2016(15):3–4
'Surprise packages' 2016(17):4
surprise packages see missing indexes; unusual indexes

T
'Taking the audio tour' 2015(2):2
tattoo indexing, cartoons 2017(22):7
Ten characteristics of a quality index (Towery) 2016(11):3–5
term selection 2017(23):8
thesaurus, for ANZSI Newsletter project 2018(29):1–2
'Think Australian 2017' 2017(27):4
'Tips and hints: concordance conundrum' (Davis) 2016(14):5
tools for indexers
  macros and apps 2017(24):2–3
  using stylus in Word 2017(18):6–7
Towery, Margie, Ten characteristics of a quality index 2016(11):3–5
'Training' 2015(2):2
trees
  Melbourne Urban Forest Visual map (City of Melbourne) 2015(3):4
  Trust Trees app (National Trust) 2015(3):4
'21st century Alice' 2015(1):3

U
'UK National Indexing Day' 2017(21):1
Unicode 2016(12):2
unusual indexes
  'appears on like every page' 2017(21):4
  Are you smart enough to work at Google? (Poundstone) 2015(2):4
  authors in reference list indexed 2016(13):3
  The book: a cover-to-cover exploration of the most powerful object of our time (Houston) 2016(17):4

13
chronological indexes 2016(15):3–4
index to contributors 2016(7):2
index to small indexing publication 2016(7):2–5
index with no page numbers 2016(7):1–2
index with only see references 2016(7):2
indices in index 2016(17):4
Making an index, 3rd edition (Carey) [booklet] 2016(7):2–5
name index only 2016(7):2
Oxford companions 2016(7):1–3
page numbers for answers to questions in brackets 2015(2):4
recipes grouped for occasions 2015(6):3
Special delivery (Crabb and Sharpe) 2015(6):3
subject index in broad groupings 2016(7):1–2
talks 2016(7):1–5
waffles in index 2017(21):5
Words in time and place (Crystal) 2016(15):3–4
'Upcoming December meeting' 2016(16):4

V
'Vale John Adams' (Ramsden) 2015(5):2
VICNAMES [website] 2015(3):4
Victorian Branch
The VIC meetings 2017(19):5
Victorian Branch Library see Melbourne Indexers Library
'Victorian indexes in various forms' (Russell) 2015(3):4
Victorian Landcare and Catchment Management [journal], hyperlinked index 2016(7):6, 2016(11):1–2
'Victorian terms' 2016(8):4
visual indexes
early 2017(18):8
Melbourne Urban Forest Visual map (City of Melbourne) 2015(3):4
National Field Guide apps (Museum Victoria) 2015(3):4
Trust Trees app (National Trust) 2015(3):4
see also knowledge visualisation
visually impaired persons, accessibility of documents 2017(28):2–3

W
websites, creating and editing a WordPress website 2015(3):3–4
'Welcome' (Russell) 2015(1):1
'Welcome to 2016' (Russell) 2016(7):1
'What's in the new issues of The Indexer?' 2017(28):3
Word [software]
  converting indexes using IndexConvert 2016(7):6, 2016(12):7–9
  using stylus 2017(18):6–7
word-by-word arrangement 2016(9):2
WordPress [software], creating and editing websites 2015(3):3–4
Words in time and place (Crystal) 2016(15):3–4
work environment, at home 2015(5):1, 2018(29):3–4
'Working from home' (Russell) 2015(5):1, 2018(29):3–4

X

Y

Z
zoology indexing,
  animal names 2016(13):2
  article in The Indexer 2017(25):11